Abstract-The study introduces an immune clonal algorithm (ICA), which depends on Artificial Immune System principles, for traditional facility layout problems. The new algorithm through the introduction of clonal proliferation, super mutation operators and clonal selection operators, improves the global convergence speed, and can effectively avoid prematurity. Through those operators, realizs local search using clonal proliferation and clonal selection, and global search using clonal deletion, the variety ofantibody and afinity maturation was enhanced. Experimental results showed that the algorithm has a remarkable quality of the global convergence reliability and convergence velocity, thus solving effectively the CVRP problem.
INTRODUCTION
Artificial Immune System (AIS), inspired by natural immune system, has been applied for solving complex computation or engineering problems. As an important part in the immune system theory, a clonal selection theory named CLONALG was proposed by De Castro and Von Zuben [1] and has been implemented successfully in pattern identification and optimization of multimodal function. Clonal selection theory is an evolutional study process by imitating the process of immune system defend against foreign invasion. Theory of the Immunology, we proposed a Immune clonal algorithms(ICA) for AIS, which implements clone operation, immune genic operation, clonal selection operation on the antibody population, increases the searching scope and maintains the diversity of the population [2 3] .
Most optimization problems naturally have several objectives which normally conflicting with each other to be achieved. Capacitated vehicle routing problem(CVRP) is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem, and it is a typical case of NP-complete problem. Generally such problems given constraints, the specific problems of solution space is limited, but this kind of problem to solve very complex, especially with the increase in distribution points, making calculation quantity present exponential increase, the solution process is very complex and time-consuming large . it is usually to find the solution by using a group of heuristic algorithm or biological evolution algorithm when solving such a kind of problem [4] . The paper draws on the thinking of clonal selection and memory theory in biological immune system, and puts forward a sort of ICA. The proposed algorithm increases the searching scope and maintains the diversity of the population through clonal proliferation and super mutation operators. The paper applies ICA to solving the capacitated vehicle routing problems and verifies the validity and stability.
II. THE MODEL
The model of CVRP adopt the method described in document [5] as follows: Delivering goods from the central depot to multi-customers using vehicles, each customer have a certain location and demand and each vehicle has its capacity. So, it is asked to arrange the vehicles route reasonably to minimize the total distances and meet the following condition: (1)The sum of demand of each customer on every route can not exceed vehicle capacity; (2)The length of each route could not exceed the vehicle once can run;(3) Each customer demand quantity only can deliver goods by one vehicle. It is assumed that the central depot has K vehicles, let Q k (k = 1, 2, …, K ) be each vehicle capacity D k be the farthest distance of the vehicle once can run, there are L customers need to be delivered, and let q i ( i= 1, 2, …, L ) be the demand of each customer, d ij be the distance between customer i and j, d 0j ( i j = 1, 2, …, L ) be the distance between the central depot and each customers. Let n k be the amount of customers delivered by the k th vehicle. Let R k be the k th route in which r ki denotes its sequence in the k th route and r k0 = 0 denotes the central depot. Thus, the mathematical model of logistic vehicle routing problem can be established as follows:
In the model above, equation (1) is the objective function of the problem; Inequation (2) ensure that the sum of demand of each customer on every route can not exceed vehicle capacity; Inequation(3) ensure that the length of each route could not exceed the vehicle once can run; Inequation(4) the amount of customers on every route can not exceed the total customers; Equation (5) indicate that each customer could be delivered; Equation (6) specifies an assemble of the customers on the k th route; Constraint (7) enforces that of each customer must be delivered only by a single vehicle; Equation (8) indicate that when the amount of customers served by the k th vehicle 1,that is to say the vehicle take the delivering serve and sign (n k ) = 1,when the amount of customers served by the k th vehicle <1,that is to say the vehicle not be used and sign (n k ) = 0.
III. IMMUNE CLONAL ALGORITHMS

A. Clonal selection theory
Research into AIS has led to the development of many of different algorithms, including a variety of clonal selection, immune network and negative selection algorithms. All of these methods seek to utilise the dynamic learning mechanisms of the immune system and apply this power to real world problems.
The natural immune system has powerful information processing ability. According to clonal selection theory, when antigen invades organism, immunocytes will perform clonal multiplication under stimulation by antigen, and differentiate to various effect cell (such as antibody cell) and memory cell through the high frequency mutation. Clonal selection corresponds to a course of affinity maturation [6] . From the angle of problem solving, if antibody is regarded as the solution of problem, the course of clonal selection is a continuous seeking course for the solution which has biggest affinity.
Clonal selection is a evolution course essentially, which perform clone operation according to the affinity near optimum solution of each generation, and bring many group of variable solutions so as to enlarge search scope. It is helpful to avoid prematurity and prevent searching from being confined to local minimum value, and quicken convergence by clonal selection. So clone can also be considered a method that solving a problem from low dimension space to a higher dimension space, then projecting the result to low dimension space and get more across-theboard know of the problem [7] .
The main features of the clonal selection theory are explored as follows [8] : (1)
B. Cloning operator
The clonal selection algorithm developed on the basis of clonal selection theory of the immune system. It was proved that can perform and adapt to solve design of optimization tasks. In all runs of the algorithm, the stopping criterion is a predefined maximum number of generations.
Clone operator includes 3 steps: clonal multiplication, clonal mutation and clonal selection operators.It's evolution course can express being [9] :
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Θ indicates the affinity of antibody i and other antibodies, and the paper simply defines it as follow:
• is an arbitrary norm, for binary coding, we use
Hamming distance, but for decimal coding we generally use Euclidean distance. i Θ is generally normalized, namely 0 1 ≤ • ≤ . Obviously, the antibody affinity is the more big, similar level is the more high, have reflected antibody between get inhibition the more strong; And the smaller i Θ is. Especially when antibody affinity is 0, i Θ is 1 [10] .
Each antibody repreduced according to the.
Corresponding to the value of affinity, Clone scale i q is defined as follows:
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A new antibody group A is generated, with its scale c N . More higher fitness the antibody has, its clone scale is more larger.
So, the excellent gene of high affinity antibody can be maintained and improved (promotion). More higher affinity is between antibodies and euclidean distance between them is less, clone scale is also less (restrain) [9] . Clonal mutation
C m T
The paper performs multiple high frequency mutation operation as above. First, reversing the position of genes on all the clonal antibodies with probability 1, and performing clone to antibody i A with its scale i q . The position reversed on each antibody cloned must be difference [11] .Then performing multiple high frequency mutation operation to the individual reversed.
Clonal selection 
C. Immune clonal algorithm
The immune clonal algorithm developed on the basis of clonal selection theory of the immune system. It was proved that can perform and adapt to solve design of optimization tasks. In all runs of the algorithm, the stopping criterion is a predefined maximum number of generations. This paper presents an algorithmsolving the capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP), in which a fixed fleet of delivery vehicles of uniform capacity must service known customer demands for a single commodity from a common depot at minimum transit cost [12] .
The process of immunity clonal algorithm shows as Fig.1 , the specific step is as follows:
IV. SIMULATION CVRP is constrained optimization problems. Now many researchers study small-scale problem mainly. This paper studies such as the 50 customers × 7 vehicles or more largescale CVRP problem, this paper with E-n50-k7 is example test. In the example, the figure behind of n express the scale of the problem (the total number of customers + distribution centers); the figure behind of k show that the optimal solution by using the number of vehicles. An example of En50-k7, using different algorithms(SGA IGA ICA) for 10 times, calculated results and comparison of statistical data such as Table 1, Table 2 shows(the population size M is 200, the evolution generation is 500, have known optimal solution 741): Optimal solution in which a feasible path and lane road map, such as Table 3 and Figure 2:   TABLE III. OPTIMAL SOLUTION CALCULATED BY ICA Figure 2 . The route map of the optimal solution for E-n50-k7 instance Through these results, can know that is solving the largescale CVRP problem such as E-n50-k7, the three algorithms optimization results more obvious differences. Although the IGA in solving the quality and the convergence is better than SGA, but both in the 500 generations can not get optimal solution, and the average solution quality is not high. This paper puts forward an improved immune clonal algorithm in the same number of iterations to within 30% probability to obtain the optimal solution of the problem, the average solution quality and convergence speed compared with other two algorithms also improve significantly. This was mainly due to improved ICA, first of all, to vaccinate quickly improve fitness of the groups, but also accelerated the pace of global convergence; Secondly, the idea of using cloning, increases the searching scope and maintains the diversity of the population through clonal proliferation and super mutation operators improve the algorithm performance optimization; Finally, the use of immune mechanisms to ensure that the elite solution have retained and achieve the purpose of global convergence.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new application of the clonal selection method, which belongs to the class of artificial immune systems. The algorithm presented solves the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem. The algorithm through the introduction of clonal proliferation and super mutation operators, has increased the searching scope, to avoid local convergence, more suitable for large-scale and complex problem solving, especially for distribution point for more than 30 examples, can get very good result.
